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Tool standard rates GP/GPC2  

 
 

1. Article number/name in accordance with the enclosed technical specification sheet (drawing, 
specification and checklist, CAD data) as an order component. A precondition for acceptance is 
that the produced part conforms to the technical specification. 
 

 
2. For the production of the tool / equipment / device, the CAD-data and the drawings are exclu-

sively binding. The tool design / concept should be submitted to us for approval during a meet-
ing in our company and only applies to the design and structure but not to the dimensional 
stability of the part.   
The supplier must determine the material-dependent shrinkage in collaboration with the ma-
terial manufacturer. 

 
 

3. Tool drawings as well as the final CAD data must be transmitted to ZKW via data exchange 
after the tool approval (or positive initial sampling of the parts) and after each new indexing. 
ZKW reserves the right to make the final partial payment of the tool only after having received 
all documents and data. With regard to the production electrodes, we request that you store 
them for 15 years (from the date of the tool approval). They can be scrapped upon expiry of 
this period.  

 
 

4.  Payment:   
  65 % after C0 Samples (first off tool parts)   

35 % after positive initial sampling (approved EMPB)  
 

5. For the partial payment, we need an invoice with value added tax. 
 

6. If changes (modifications) are required during the tool production progress, the employer must 
approve them. Changes are carried out as a subsequent order (including the name “tool 
change”) and will be integrated in this original contractual relationship. - In that respect, the 
defined rights, obligations and procedures shall also apply in expanded form.              

 
7. The supplier has to consider the tool standard for purchase parts for the tool concept/design, 

tool production as well as handling and commercial handling. 
 

8. In principle, the Nomination Letter is primarily valid as basic contract for this article. 

 
 
 
 

 
 


